Introduction to Electronic Health Records with Hands-On Learning

Jones & Bartlett Learning is proud to offer *Simulated Health Records Simplified*, the EHR Learning Portal created and hosted by DataWeb Inc. It is a cloud-based EHR (Electronic Health Record) simulation that allows students access to four different pre-set roles within an ambulatory care setting. Students assume each role to learn all aspects of an EHR and work with patient data to each role’s ability and permission level. The unique feature of the system is its ability to provide two seemingly dichotomous functions giving a consistent role-based user experience for all students completing a class assignment and, at the same time, giving the student the ability to uniquely interact with her own patient’s records.

By interacting with each of these roles the student gains an understanding of how each role impacts Meaningful Use reporting:

**Office Receptionist** - Records a patient’s personal and payer information and checks in a patient for an appointment.

**Certified Nursing or Medical Assistant** - Records a patient’s vital signs for an encounter (appointment) and other medical history.

**Doctor, Registered Nurse, Nurse Practitioner, Physician Assistant** (other clinicians would use role) - Records and codes a patient’s medical procedure history and creates and signs notes and orders.

**Practice Manager** - Reviews patient records for billing/payer purposes.

**Simulated EHR Activities Include:**

- Create a Patient Record
- Create an Appointment
- Check in a Patient
- Record Patient Vital Signs
- Record Patient Medications
- Create a Patient Note
- Start the Patient Order Process
- Explore Patient Orders
- Complete a Patient Order
- Use Doctor Desktop to Manage Your Patient Care Load
- Sign Notes and Orders
- Update Reference Information
- View Patient Events

Includes 47 actual patient records that have been scrubbed to comply with HIPAA standards. Use these records for review, discussion, or create additional exercises.

Contact your Account Specialist for a review copy of the workbook, to order, or for more information.

**Simulated Health Records Simplified**


Workbook With Access Code to Online EHR Learning Portal

80 pages • © 2014

**Navigate eFolio: Simulated Health Records Simplified**

eBook with Access to Online EHR Learning Portal

Learn More at: go.jblearning.com/EHR

**Try It Now!**

Login to see the student simulation and instructor activity report:

http://go.jblearning.com/EHRtryit

View a recorded webinar demonstration at:

http://go.jblearning.com/EHRdemo

---

*Jones & Bartlett Learning reserves the right to evaluate requests for complimentary review copies. SourceCode: EHRflygr*
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Features & Benefits
- Computerized Provider Order Entry (CPOE)
- Active Medication, Allergy and Immunization List
- Secure storage of health information
- Doctor’s Desk Top and other efficiencies
- Electronic Signature
- Reporting Student Performance Measures for the Instructor
- Meets many of the Meaningful Use Criteria as established in the 2009 HITECH Act

Try It Now!
Login to see the student simulation and instructor activity report:
http://go.jblearning.com/EHRtryit
View a recorded webinar demonstration at:
http://go.jblearning.com/EHRdemo

Setting Up Your Account
To access Simulated Health Records Simplified, all you need is a standard web browser, an online Access Code, and a Registration Code from your Account Specialist.

Each copy of the workbook includes a student Access Code, however, a Course Registration Code will be required as part of the enrollment process. The Access Code in the workbook cannot be redeemed without the Course Registration Code. The Course Registration Code will also provide access to the Instructor Account.

Once you are ready to adopt Simulated Health Records Simplified for your course, your Account Specialist will set up your Instructor Account and provide you with a Registration Code to distribute to your students.

Please contact your Account Specialist to get started; call 1-800-832-0034, or visit: http://go.jblearning.com/findrep to send an email.

Learn More at: http://go.jblearning.com/EHR